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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with perturbation and similarity of

linear operators F in a Banach space X whose resolvent sets contain a half plane

and such that the operator —iT (or iT) generates strongly continuous semigroups

of bounded operators of 93(A").

During recent decades many features on the perturbation of linear operators

have commanded a considerable interest and have been studied extensively.

Among them, the theory on perturbation of continuous spectra, originated by

K. O. Friedrichs [1], [2], was pursued by many authors, such as Rosenblum [3],

Kato [4], [5], [6], Ladyzenskaja and Faddeev [7], Schwartz [8], Kuroda [9], [10],

de Branges [11], Rejto [12], Birman [13], [14] and others. Generally speaking,

approaches to the problem of the similarity (or unitary equivalence) between a

perturbed operator T(k), formally given by T+kV, and the unperturbed operator F

are classified as "stationary" or "time-dependent" according to whether the

intertwining operators (nonsingular, partial isometric or unitary) are constructed

from the resolvents or from the semigroups (groups or unitary groups) of the

operators. In his recent paper [6, §3] T. Kato obtained some results on the similarity

of certain generators of strongly continuous groups of bounded operators in

Hubert spaces. The basic assumptions in [6] are that the resolvent set of the un-

perturbed operator F (not necessarily symmetric, nor bounded) contains both the

upper and the lower half planes Q.±={z | Imz^O} and that —/Fis the infinitesimal

generator of a strongly continuous group of operators of 93(/V) with type zero

(H Hubert space). Our results in this paper are generalizations of [6] in two

respects. First we try to extend Kato's work [6] from Hubert spaces to more

general Banach spaces. Second we consider the perturbation problem in which the

resolvent set of the unperturbed operator F may contain only a half plane Ü.+

(or 0_) and further —iT(or iT) generate a strongly continuous semigroup.

The method used in this investigation is of the time-dependent nature. The main

results here can be formulated briefly as follows. Let X, Y be complex reflexive

separable Banach spaces. Let F, Fand Vbe operators (in general unbounded) in X
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with resolvent sets p(T)^>0. + , p(f)=>£2_ and the operators -iT, if generate,

respectively, the strongly continuous semigroups {e~itT}0¿t<x and {eitT}0St<cc

of bounded operators of 93(A") of class C0 with type zero. We assume that 7c f

and that the operator F can be factored formally as the product BA of two opera-

tors A from A' to F and F from F to X. We assume further that A and F behave

smoothly (see Definition 2.4) with respect to F and t. Under these smoothness

conditions on the disturbance V, the perturbed operator T(k) and TV), formally

given by T+kBA and T+kBA, respectively, are similar to Fand F, respectively.

These similarities are implemented by an intertwining operator Wik) (called the

wave operator) constructed explicitly from the semigroups.

Applications are made to "gentle perturbations of second kind", originated by

K. O. Friedrichs [2, §12], [15], in which F= —id/dx and the disturbances are in-

tegral operators with kernel kix, y) satisfying the condition

/»OO       /»OO

|ä:(jc, _v)| dxdy < oo.
Jo   Jo

With the help of a factorization for the kernel of such disturbances, we are able to

handle the second gentle perturbation completely by our method. This answers

partly the question raised in Kato [6] about the relationship between our smooth-

ness conditions on V and the gentleness conditions on V given by Friedrichs.

2. Preliminaries. Let X and F designate separable reflexive Banach spaces of

positive dimensions over the complex field with their dual spaces (Banach dual)

A" and Y', respectively. The symbol || • j| will denote the norms of both X, Y and

their duals. The value of the functional fe A" at the point x e X is denoted by

<x,/>. The Banach adjoint of an operator A (throughout this paper by operator

we shall mean linear operator) is denoted by A'. The class of all closed operators

with domain in X and range in F will be denoted by ©(A', F). 93(X, Y) stands for

all bounded operators with domain the whole range of X and the range in F.

<S.0(X, Y) is the set of all Te Q(X, Y) with domain D(T) dense in X. We shall write

G(A-) for i£(X, X), &0(X) for e0(A-, A") and ®(X) for 93(A-, X).

Definition 2.1. We denote by ® + (X) the set of all Te(i0(X) with p(T)z>il +

such that -z'Fgenerates a strongly continuous semigroup {U(t)}0¿t< „ of operators

of 93(A") of class C0 with type zero (i.e. {U(t)}ost<x is continuous in the strong

operator topology of 93(A') and

(a) lim U(t)u = u for all u e X;
Í-0

(b) lim <r£i||t/(/)|| = 0
(-.00

for every e>0. (Cf. Hille and Phillips [16].) We shall write e~itT for U(t). Similarly,

we define the class ©_(A') as the set of all Te<S,0(X) with />(F)^Q_ such that iT

generates a strongly continuous semigroup {eiir}ost<co of class C0 with type zero.
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We note that whenever Te ®+(X) (® _(X)) so does 7", since our spaces are

reflexive (cf. [16, Chapter XIV]).

Definition 2.2. Let Ae(í0(X, Y). We introduce an extended definition of

norm by setting \\Au\\ =oo if ue X but u $ D(A).

This extended norm is only a symbolic notation, since Au does not make sense if

u £ D(A). Thus, if B is another operator with its range contained in X, we use the

notation H/lfit/JI only when ue D(B) so that Bu is well defined; then \\ABu\\ <oo

if Bu e D(A) and \\ABu'¡ =oo otherwise.

Since A e (i0(X, Y) and Fis reflexive, we have A'e(i0(Y', A") (cf. [16, Theorem

2.11.9, p. 43]). It follows that the graph G(A') of A' is a closed linear subspace of the

separable Banach space Y' x A" (for both Y' and A" are separable) under the

norm ||{«, iz}|| = ||w|| + ||iz||, {u,v}eY'xX' (cf. Kato [17, pp. 164-165]). Thus

G(A') contains a countable dense subset {Wn}, Wn = {wn, A'wn}. The set {wn} is

clearly dense in D(A') (because the projection from G(A')-> D(A') is a bounded

operator), and hence in Y'. With this set {wn} at our disposal, we claim

Lemma 2.3.

(2.1) \\Au\\ = sup \(U>A'W*>\ t   for an ueX, wn ¿ 0
" llM'n||

where the extended norm defined above is used.

Proof. Let

|<m, A'wny\ .
a = sup i-¿-4¡-¡p-1 , Wn + 0.»      IK II

If w £ D(A), it is easily seen that

n,  h \<Au, w>\ \<Au,wny\
\\Au\\   =      SUp m     m =     SUp    ^-r,-^ = a,

w*0;vieY'       \\W\\ n;w„?0        ||Wn||

since {wn} is dense in Y'. Hence (2.1) holds.

On the other hand, if u e A" is such that «<oo, then for any v e D(A'), «>0, there

exists Wn such that

\\Wn-{v,A'v}\\   < e,

which implies that \\wn — v\\ <e and ||y4'wn — A'v\\ <e. It follows, by a simple estima-

tion, that

|<M'P>|   <ed|M||+«) + «|l"l-

Since s is arbitrary, we thus have \(u, A'vy\ S«\\v\\, for all v e D(A'). This implies

that ue D(A") = D(A). Hence the lemma.

We have, by (2.1),

(2.2) ¡Ae-'tTu\\=   sup   Kg""^"' f "'"^ ,    for u e X.
n;w„iO \\Wn\\
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Since e'itT is strongly continuous in /, the function <[e~ttTu, A'wny is continuous in /

for each «; it follows that ||v4e_iiTzz|| is measurable in / (measurable refers to

Lebesgue measure throughout this paper, cf. Halmos [18, Theorem A, p. 84]).

Definition 2.4. Let F g ®+(X), A e(Z0(X, Y) and 1 <p<œ. We say that A is

(p, +)-smooth with respect to F, or simply (T,p, +)-smooth, if there exists a

constant Mu < oo such that

(2.3) \\Ae-itTu\\p dt ^ M£,   for each ueX.

It follows from (2.3) that if A is (F, p, +)-smooth, then for any ue X, e~itTu e DiA)

for a.e. /.

Lemma 2.5. If A is (T,p, +)-smooth, then the mapping a-»- Ae~itTu, 0^/<oo,

defines a bounded linear operator S on X to 'S/=V(0, oo ; Y).

This lemma can be proved easily by using standard arguments on convergence

in V spaces and the closed graph theorem.

As a consequence of Lemma 2.5, whenever A is (F, p, +)-smooth there exists a

constant M<cc such that

/•CO

<14>       i Ae-itTuV dt <: MPM|P,   for all ueX.

We shall denote by ||y4||(r>Pi+) the infimum of all M satisfying (2.4). We define

smoothness of an operator A ed,0(X, Y) with respect to a te &_(X) by replacing

— i and F with / and f, respectively, throughout Definition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5,

and arrive at

(2.4)" P \\Ae,tfu\\p dt ^ M*\\u\\p,   for all ueX.
Jo

Definition 2.6. Let Te &+(X) and f e &_(X). If T^T, then we say that the

pair (F, f) e &±(A"). If A is (F,p, + )-smooth and (f, p, — )-smooth with respect

to a pair (F, f) e © ± (A"), then we say A is (F, F; /z)-smooth, and set

Mll(r,f:p) — max {MH(r,j>,+>> M ||<f ,?,->}•

Lemma 2.7. Let Te®+iX) and Fg60(F, X). Assume that B' is CT',q, +)-

smooth, l<q<co. Then for each fe<&'=FP(0, oo; F) where l/p+l/q=l, there

exists an X valued junction Fit) on (0, oo) such that

(2.5) (Fit), v) = Í (,fis),B'e-i{t-s)T'vyds,   fiorveX'.

Proof. For any fe <& and v e A" we have the following estimate

I \\fis),B'e-w-s)T'vyds
I Jo

l*'||(r..,.+,||
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Thus the map tf-^-JÓ </($), B'e~m~s)T'vy ds defines a bounded linear functional

on A". Hence for every 0</<oo there exists F(t) e X such that <F(/), z;>

= f0 </(s), B'e-^-^'vy ds. Moreover, ||F(/)| S ||/|k||*'||<r...+> uniformly in t.

Definition 2.8. Let Te ® + (X), Ae(i0(X, Y) and Be(Z0(Y, X). Assume that

A is (T,p, +)-smooth and B' is (T',q, +)-smooth. We define an operator, sym-

bolically denoted by Ae-"-)TB6, in <2f = Lp(0, oo; Y) as follows. For each/e^, let

F(/) be the function defined in Lemma 2.7 associated with/ If the function F(t)

has the properties that (i) F(t) e D(A) for a.e. t and (ii) AF(t)=g(t), as a function

of t, belongs to <$f, then we say that/e D(Ae~MTB6) and define ¿e"« )TB8fi=g.

It should be noted that in general this domain of Ae~K')TB6 may consist of the

zero element alone.

Similarly, operator AeU)fB6 can be defined in the same way for fe®_(X).

We have

(2.5)" <F(r), r> = I" </(s), fiV(t-s,f'r> ¿s,   for zz £ A".

3. Main results.

Theorem 3.1. Let X, Y be complex reflexive separable Banach spaces. Let

(T, f) e ®±(X), A £ ®0(X, Y) and B e ©„( Y, X). Assume that A is (T, t; p)-smooth

andB' is(f',T';q)-smooth, where l/p+l/q=l, 1 <p<oo. Furthermore, assume that

Ae~K)TB6 and AeU)fB6 belong to S3(^), with common bound SM. Then for any

complex number k with |«|<1/M, there exist T(k) e ® + (X) and f(i<)e®_(X)

uniquely determined by (T, f), A and B with the following properties:

(3.1) A is (T(k), T(k);p)-smooth and B' is (t(k)', T(k)'; q)-smooth with

M||(r(K).f(K);p) ̂  (\--\K\M)~1\M(.T,t;p)\

and \\B'\\(flK,>iT(Ky.q)S(l-\K\M)-1\\B'\\(f.T'-,q).

(3.2) The pair (T(k), T(k)) e ®±(X).

(3.3) T(k)=>T+kBA, T=>T(k)-kBA, T(k)^T+kBA and T=>T(k)-kBA.

(3.4) F(k) is similar to T and F(«r) is similar to f.

More specifically, there exists a nonsingular operator W(k) in 93(A"), given explicitly

by

< W(k)u, vy = <m, vy - ík r (Aeisfu, B'e-isTM'vy ds,       ueX,ve A",

such that T(k)= W^TW^Y1 and T(k)= W(K)fW(K)-\

Remark 3.2. If T=f and the operator —iT generates a strongly continuous

group {e"iir}-oo<t<0o of operators of S3(A') with type zero, then the perturbed
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operator T(k) = T(k) also generates a strongly continuous group of type zero. In

this case two "wave operators" W±(k) exist and are given by

(3.5) <W±(k)u, v) = <«, r> ± ¡k P (AeTitTu, B'e±aT(*rv  dt

(cf. Remark 4.13). These operators W¿(k) coincide with the wave operators(2)

W±(t<) = s-\imt^±x eitT{K)e~UT constructed according to the time-dependent

scheme and furnish the intertwining relations

T(k) = W±(k)TW±ík)-\

In particular, one can write down results for X, Y Hubert spaces and p=q = 2.

These agree with the work of Kato [6].

Remark 3.3. We note that if an operator A is (F, F; /z)-smooth with respect to a

pair (F, t) g C>)±(X) and F has a complete set of eigenvectors, then A=0. For if A is

(F, F; />)-smooth and Tu = Xu, the integral (2.3) is unbounded unless Au = 0. Thus

our results are essentially concerned with the perturbation of continuous spectrum

of F.

Remark 3.4. An important and delicate part of this work involves the construc-

tion of the perturbed operator F(/c) (F(«)). We first construct the perturbed semi-

group of operators i/(r, K) (Û(t, k)) from the semigroups e~itT, eiif and the operators

A, B (§4.1). We next prove that the semigroups U(t, k) and U(t, k) so obtained are

strongly continuous of class C0 with type zero. We denote by —¡T(k) and iT(k)

their infinitesimal generators (they are closed and densely defined), respectively.

We finally show that T(k)=>T+kBA and T(k)=>T+kBA (§4.2). This process is

inevitable for general unbounded operators A and B. In the case BA e 93(A") we can

set T(k) = T+ kBA and T(k) = T+kBA. Then most of the arguments in this paper

can be greatly simplified.

Remark 3.5. In the construction of U(t, k) (U(t, k)), we use a formal perturba-

tion series (cf. (4.5)). The smoothness assumptions on the operators A and B' with

respect to (F, t) and (7", 7"), respectively, are needed to prove the absolute con-

vergence of the perturbation series. It is worth while to point out that the successive

approximations there appear to be generalizations of the interaction picture

expansion

Uit, k) = Uit, 0)- ík f     ei(s~mVe-isT ds+■ ■ ■
J - OO

as used widely in Quantum Field Theory (cf. [21]).

Remark 3.6. We also obtained some results by using the stationary method

under a set of assumptions different from that of Theorem 3.1. This will be treated

in a separate paper. We only mention here that our results by "time-dependent"

and "stationary" methods are not related except forp=q = 2; whereas in [6] they

(2) s-lim means strong limit.
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are nicely related by the Fourier-Plancherel theorem (cf. [6, §3, Lemma 3.6 and

Theorem 3.9]).

4. Proof of Theorem 3.1.

1. Construction of the perturbed semigroups. Let U0(t) = e'itT be the unperturbed

semigroup. For each fixed ue X, set S0(t)u = A U0(t)u. Since A is (F, p, +)-smooth,

S0(t)u e Y for almost all t and, as a function of t, belongs to <3/ = Lv(0, oo; F) with

I So(0" 19^ MII <r,p.+) II" II-
Let us define

(4.1) Sn(-)u = Ae-ii)TB9Sn-i(-)u,   for« £ 1.

By our assumption, Ae~i()TB6 eSdCß/). Thus it is clear that the Sn()u are well

defined for each ue X and all « = 0. Furthermore, Sn( )ue<3/ with

(4.2) ||S„(-)«lk = Af"nMlkp.+>HI-

To construct our perturbed semigroup, we first define operators {Un(t)} as

follows. For 0</<oo and «^ 1, define

(4.3) (Un(t)u, vy = £ <Sn-i(r)u, r«-*-»V> dr.

To be more precise, for each m g A' and v e A", let us consider the following ex-

pression

/„(/, u, v) = £ <Sn.i(r)u, r«-«,-«r'iz> dr,   for « ^ 1.

For each fixed t, the integral on the right exists and,

\Jn(t,u,v)\ á (£||5n_1(r)a||pí/r)1,P(Jo°0 |Ä>-«*'*|««fr)'"

á(Joí|!5n_1(z-)M||pí/r)1'P||F'||(T,,,+)||t.||.

It follows that there exists an element ut e A'such that <h(, r> =Jn(t, u, v). We define

Un(t)u = ut. Clearly i/„(f) belongs to S8(X) for all r > 0 and

(4.4) \\Un(t)\\ è l&.iC-JHklJ'Icr.«.-» = A'»-1Mlcr.,.+>|J'lcr...+>M.

Moreover, lim,\0 £/n(/)w = 0. By setting zjn(0) = 0, we thus obtained a family of

bounded operators {£/„(')}ost<»> «^0 of 93(A"). Now we define

00

(4.5) U(t, k)u = 2 (-ix)nUn(t)u,   forueX,\K\ < l/M.
71=0

Our goal is to show that {U(t, k)}0sí<oo is a strongly continuous semigroup of

class C0. To this end we shall first show that it is a semigroup.
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Lemma 4.1.  The family {U(t, >c)}oSt<co  as defined in (4.5) is a semigroup of

operators of ^(X), for every complex k with \k\ < l/M.

Proof. Let us consider the series 2™=i ( — iK)nUn(t). For each ue Xwe have, by

(4.4),

2(-i«yun(t)u\s 2 \K\n\\un(t)u\\
n = 1 " n = 1

00

(4.6) S   2  MB^"~1^ll(r.p.+>ll*V.«.+>l«ll
n=l

S \k\ M||(r,p.+)||5'||(ri,,+)||«||( 2   \K\nMn)-
\n = 0 I

Thus for any complex k with \k\< l/M, the series converges absolutely and uni-

formly with respect to t for 0^?<oo. Since U(t, k)= U0(t) + 2ñ=i (-i«)nUn(t), it

follows that U(t, k) e 93(A") for each t, 0St<<x>. To see that {U(t, k)}osí<°o does

form a semigroup, first one observes that for each ue X, Un(t)u e D(A) for a.e. t.,

and that AUn(t)u=Sn(t)u as an element of Fp(0, oo; Y). In fact, let v e D(A'). By

(4.1), (2.5) and noticing (4.3), we have, for a.e. t. and zzä 1,

<Sn(t)u,vy = aAe-^TBdsn_i(-)u)(t),vy

=  f <Sn.x(r)u,B'e-ia-r)T'A'vydr
Jo

= (Un(t)u,A'vy.

Since this is true for all v e D(A'), it follows that Un(t)u belongs to D(A") = D(A)

and AUn(t)u=Sn(t)u for a.e. /. Thus we can replace (4.3) by

(4.7) <Un(t)u, vy = £ (AUn.x(r)u, B'e^-^'vy dr,

for ue X, v e A",n^ 1 and 0St<oo.

Next we observe that

and

U(t+s,K) = Jj(-iKfUn(t+s);
n = 0

U(t, k) U(s, «) = ( 2 ( - <«)' tf/0) ( J, ( - '*)* Uk(s)^

oo r n \

= Z(-iMZuÂ0un-i(s)\.

In order to show that U(t + s, k)= U(t, k)U(s, k)=U(s, k)U(í, k), by comparison

of the coefficients of (—«)", it is enough to show that

(4.8) Un(t + s) = J U¿t)Un.¿s) = J t/,(s)/7n_X0.
;' = 0 j = 0
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These equalities can be shown easily by routine mathematical induction. The

lemma follows.

It remains to show that the family {U(t, K)}0Ét<a¡ is strongly continuous in t.

Lemma 4.2. The semigroup {U(t, K)}0<t<x> ¡s a strongly continuous semigroup

of operators ofS8(X) of class C0 with type zero.

Proof. By definition, U(t, k) = 2¿°=0 (->K)nUn(t); where U0(t) is the unperturbed

semigroup which is strongly continuous in /. Let t' > t. For n^l,ue X and v e X'

we have, by (4.3),

<(7s(/>-f7B(f)«,tz> = £ <Sn-x(r)u,B'e-«--^vydr

- f <Sn-x(r)u,B'e-Kt-r)T'vydr

r <Sn_x(r)u, F'(e-f<i'-r)r-<ri(t-r)T» dr

+ f <Sn-x(r)u,B'e-ia'-»T'v>dr

= Jx +J2.

Since t-*e-#r-t-ia-*r9-#-W% we have

Ji = C<S'n_1(r)ti, B'e-iu-^T'(e-w'-t)T'-I)vydr

= <:Un(t)u,(e-w-»T'-I)v>

= <(e-«t'-»T-I)Un(t)u,vy.

Hence \Jx\^\\(e-Kt'-m-I)Un(t)u\\ \\v\\.

J2 -  f <Sn^x(r)u,B'e-w-^vydr.

We have

|/,| á(£ ¡Sn.i(r)ul'dry¡B'lr,,,+M-

Consequently

\\Un(t')u-Un(t)u\\ ^sup(\Jx\ + \J2\)
IIDII = 1

< \\(e-w-w-I)Un(t)u\\

ft' \ IIP

+ l|Ä'll(r.,, + )(|(i \\Sn.i(r)u\\'drj

Observe that in the right-hand side of the above inequality, the first term goes to

zero as t' -*■ t due to the fact that {e~i!T}oSi<00 is of class C0, while in the second

term the function gn-i(r)= \\Sn-i(r)u\\" is integrable over (0, oo) for each «^1,
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hence jgn-i is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on

(0, oo), so jy gn_ i -*■ 0 as / ' -> t. Therefore we see that

|| Un(t')u- Unit)u\\ -»0   as t' -> t, for / ^ 0,

i.e., Un(t) is strongly continuous in / from the right for each zz ä 1. Being the sum of

U0(t) and 2"=i (—i)nUn(t) (the series converges absolutely and uniformly with

respect to /, cf. (4.6) and its proof), U(t, k) is therefore strongly continuous in t

from the right.

It is well known that one-sided strong continuity of a semigroup implies strong

continuity. In fact, weak one-sided continuity of a semigroup is enough to insure

its strong continuity (see Hille and Phillips [16, Theorem 10.2.3 and its corollary

pp. 405-406]). Thus the family {U(t, K)}oit<a, is a strongly continuous semigroup

of operators of 93(A"). It can be seen easily that U(t, k) is also of class C0 with type

zero. In fact, for each ueX, let/n(0 = 2m=i (-i«)nUm(t)u and/(F) = Im=i (-/«)"

■Um(t)u. Then, by (4.6) (Lemma 4.1), /„ -^/uniformly in (0, oo). Since/„(f) are

continuous functions of f and limf_o/„(i)=0 for all n^ 1, thus

lim/(i) = lim lim /„(F) = lim lim/„(í) = 0.
É-.0 í-*On-»oo n-»ooí-»0

It follows that lim(_o U(t, K)tt=lirni-.0 U0(t)u+limt-,0f(t) = u, because U0(t) is of

class C0. This implies that U(t, k) is also of class C0. Moreover, for any e>0, f>0,

e-«\\U(t, k)\\ S e-£í|(70(0||+e-£í 2(-fr)»t/B(o

In this inequality, the first term on the right goes to zero as t ->■ oo due to the fact

that U0(t) is of type zero. The same is true for the second term by (4.6). Hence

U(t, k) is of type zero.

Having proved that {U(t, «)}oS(<00 is a strongly continuous semigroup of

operators of 93^) of class C0 with type zero, let us denote by — íT(k) its infinitesi-

mal generator. In what follows we shall write e~itT(K) for U(t, k).

Remark 4.3. Throughout §4.1, we may replace the operator —z'Fby the operator

it, and define Ûn(t) by

Û0(t) = é",

(4.9) <{/„(r>, vy = - £ <AÛn.x(r)u, B'^-^v) dr,       n^l,

Û(t,K) = 2(-iKyÛn(t).
n = 0

We can show similarly that {Û(t, k)}0si<<» is a strongly continuous semigroup

of operators of 33(A"), for |#c|<l/M. We shall denote by íT(k) its infinitesimal

generator and write eittM for Û(t, «■).

2. Proof ofi (3.1) to (3.3).
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Lemma 4.4. A is (T(k), T(k) ; p)-smooth and B' is (T(k)', T(k)' ; q)-smooth with

||-^|l(r(K),f(K);p) = (1 —K|Az)      Ml|(r,f;p)>
and

ll-ö'l(f(«',r<ic)':«) = (l_kl^)_1||-ß'||(f',r';g)-

Proof. As was discussed in the proof of Lemma 4.1, for each ue X, Un(t)u e D(A)

for almost all f and we have AUn(t)u=S„(t)u for all zzäO. Let

gn() = 2(-i«)mAUm(-)u.
m = 0

It follows, by (4.2), that

2 \\(-ix)nAun(-)uy = J ||(-^)ns„(-)«lk
71=0 71 = 0

s 2MnMnM||(r,p,+)H = (l-MJiFri/iiicT^Hi,
71 = 0

for all | k\ < 1 ¡M. Hence gn converges to an element g e <3/. We can pick a subsequence

{gnk} of {gn} such that

gnfd) -*■ g(t),   for almost all f.

Since 2tT=o (-iK)nLn(t)u converges uniformly in f e (0, oo) (cf. Lemma 4.1, (4.6))

and A is closed, it follows that, for almost all /, 2m=o (-iK)mUm(t)ue D(A) and

-4(2»-o (-/'<)mc/m(f)u) = limJC_co gnk(t) = git). In other words, e~itTMu e D(A) for

almost all f and Ae~imK)u=g(t). This implies that

\\Ae-«™uy = \\g\\9 S Q-\*\*0~l\Mv*.*tM-

Hence A is (F(k), /z, + )-smooth and

\\A\\mK),P.+, s (i-lKiMr'WAy^^.

The assertions that A is (F(k), p, — )-smooth, B' is (F(k)', q, +)-smooth and B' is

(t(ic)',q, — )-smooth can be proved similarly. This proves (3.1).

Before we go further, we need to investigate the adjoint of the convolution

operator C=Ae~i()TBe e %(<&). It is known (see Hille and Phillips [16, p. 89]) that

the adjoint space of ^ is W=L9(0, oo; Y'). Hence we have C e %(<&').

Let [/ g] stand for the pairing between fie <& and g e 'S/'. Let [a, b) be an

arbitrary subinterval of [0, oo).

We deñne(3) fi(s) = Kla,b)(s)v, v e D(B). Clearly fie&. We have, by definition

(see (2.5)), for any w e D(A'),

<(C/)(a), W> = £ </(r), B'e-^-^'A'wy dr

=  f <*[..»to». B'e-^-^'A'wy dr = J(o).
Jo

(3) Kia,t,) stands for the characteristic function of [a, b).
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If o- < a, we have J(o) = 0. For o e [a, b)

Ji<j) = Ç <p, B'e-i{a-l)T'A'wy dr = f <Ae-i{"-,)TBv, w> dr.
Ja Ja

If o ^ ¿>, then J(o)=j"a (Ae-iia ~z)TBv, w') dr. Since this is true for all w e DiA') which

is dense in Y', thus we conclude that

(Cfi)io) = 0, o<a

(4.10) =  f Ae-i("-x)TBvdr,       oe[a,b)

=  f /lÉ>-iw-l)rFi>aY,       «reft.
Ja

The integrals are understood in the sense of Pettis. Thus for any g e <&', we have

/. oo í»a       pb       /• oo

[ty, g] - <(C/)(a), g(o)y do =       +     +
Jo Jo     Jo     Jb

=  f do ¡° (Ae-«°-»TBv,g(o)ydT
Ja Ja

+ C do [ (Ae-H"-')TBv,g(o)y dr
Jb Ja

=  f dríT (Ae-u°-l)TBv, g(o)y do\

This change of the order of integration is justified. First we note that \\Ae itTBv\\ is

measurable in t implies that WAe'^'^BvH is measurable in (o, r). And

f   r \<[Ae-i(a-l)TBv,g(o)y\dodT

ab /-oo \lip/ fb rx \llq
Jt   \\Ae-«-™Bv\\*d<TdT)    [ja}zh(^\\qdodrj

í(b-ay">\\AlT,v¡ + )\\Bv\\(b-ar«\\gy,

£ (í>-a)||^||(T>Pi+)|Ft)|| \\g\\9. < co.

Hence, Fubini's theorem can be applied.

On the other hand, [Cfi g] = [fi, C'g]=tf </(r), C'g(r)y dr = j»a <p, C'g(r)y dr.

Thus by combining the results above, we obtain

£ {<», C'g(r)y-j™ (Ae-^-^Bv, g(o)y doj dr = 0.
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Since this holds for an arbitrary subset [a, b) of [0, co), it follows that the integrand

vanishes almost everywhere in [0, oo), i.e. for a.e. t

(4.11) <r, C'g(r)y = J"°° (Ae ~ "' - '>TBv, g(a)y da.

Similarly, for the operator C=Aei()fB6, we have

(4.11 r <v, Cg(r)y = I* <Aei(° -«*Bv, g(°)> do,

for all v e D(B) and g e <&'.

For each fixed f, 0 < / < oo and v e A", let us define

gt(r) = B'e-ut-r)T'v,       0 S r S t

= 0, r > t;

and

Un,t(r)'v = Um(t-r)'v, OSrSt

= 0, r > t,

where UJj), m^O, are operators defined by (4.3). We note that gt e 'S/'.

Lemma 4.5. Um>t(r)'v e D(B)fior a.e. r and

(4.12) B'Um,t(r)'v = Cmgt(r),   for all m > 0.

Proof. Since U0(t) = e-UT and B' is (V, q, +)-smooth, we see that B'U0tt(r)'v

= B'U0(t-r)'v = B'e-Ht-r)T'v=gt(r), thus (4.12) holds for zzz = 0. Suppose that (4.12)

holds for m = n. Let w e D(B), then

<w,

But

, C'" + 1gi(z-)> = <w, C'(Cngt)(r)y = £" <Ae-«°-«TBw, C'«gt(o)y da,   by (4.11).

i"0 (Ae~^-r)TBw, C'ngt(a)y do =  I™ {Ae~iaTBw, C'ngt(a + r)y da,

and, by inductive hypothesis, C'ngt(a + r) = B'UnJ(a + r)'v = B'Un(t-r-a)'v =

B'UnJ_r(a)'v = C'ngt_r(a) (this makes sense for z-^f, and zero otherwise), and

Ae-iaTBw = S0(a)Bw (see the definition of S0(-)). It follows that the last integral

becomes

/;
<S0(a)Bw, C'»gt-r(o)y da = [S0(-)Bw, C'ngt.T]

= [CnS0()Bw,gt_r] = [Sn(-)Bw,gt_r]

(Sn(a)Bw,gt-r(a)y da
o

t-r

<Sn(a)Bw, B'e-i((-r-*'rV> do

= <Un + x(t-r)Bw,vy,   by (4.3).
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Thus <w, C'n + 1gt(r)y = (Bw, Un + x(t-r)'vy, and hence

C'»+1*,(r) = B'Un + x(t-r)'v = B'Un + x,t(r)'v.

Lemma 4.6. The semigroups e~itT and e~imK) satisfy for 0^/<oo the following

relations: For u e X, v e A",

(4.13) <e -itTMu-e-itTu,vy = - in ( (Ae~"™u, B'e"<«"r)î"z;> <*• ;

(4.14) <£? - "T(K)w - e - "tm, t>> = - iVc f (Ae ~ irTu, B'e "i(t " «««>'»> oz\

Proof. Formally we have

f <^e-rr(K)M, B'e-M-,)T'vy dr =  f /a( J (-/«)nF„(r>V F'e-'«-'''7" t>\ o>.

Recall that A(2n- o (-ii<)nUn(t)u) = 2ñ=o (-i«)nAUn(t)u for almost all / (cf.

Lemma 4.4). Further, the sum

f (-«)" f (AUn(r)u, B'e-ltt-r)T'vy dr
n = 0 Jo

exists and equals to 2rf=o ( — z'*)n< Fn + i(/)w, f>. It follows that

f <^e-irT(K)a, B'e-iU-r)T'vy dr = (-uc)~1/ £ (-k)"^»).

This implies that

(-/(c) f (Ae-irTMu, B'e-^-^'vy dr = (e-itTMu-e-itTu,vy.

(4.13) follows.

As for (4.14), first notice that

(4.15) <Un(t)u, vy = £ (S0(r)u, B'Un.x(t-r)'Vy dr,       « ä 1.

This can be seen easily by induction and Lemma 4.5.

To prove (4.14), let us consider the expression

£ (Ae-rTu, F'e-i('-rmK)V> dr

= Ç /Ae-^u.B'I'Z (-iK)nUn(t-r)'\v\dr

= 2(-«0" f <Ae-irTu,B'Un(t-r)'vydr.
n = 0 Jo
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By (4.15), we see that the last quantity equals

2 (-iK)\Un + x(t)u, vy = / 2 (-i«YUn(t)u, v\(-ík)
7i = 0 \n=l /

-1

= (e-itTWu-e-itTu, vy-(-ix)-1.

Thus (4.14) follows.

In the same fashion, we can prove

Lemma 4.7. The semigroups e"f and eitfM satisfy for 0St<<x> the relations

(4.13)" <eitfMu - eitfu, vy = lie P <.Aeirf(K)u, B'eM " r)f'vy dr ;

(4.14)" (eitfMu-eitfu, vy = w P (Ael,îu, B'em-r)fM'vy dr.

Lemma 4.8. T(k)^T+kBA, T=>T(k)-kBA, Î(«)^T+kBA andf^f(K)-KBA.

Proof. Let Riz, k) = (2» - z) ~1 and Ä(z) = (F-z)"1, z £ Q+. Now

i Ï" eizt\-iK f <^e-,rr(K^, B'e-w-r)T'vy dr\ dt

= k T dr\    °° eiz\Ae-irTlK)u, 5'e-«'-r)riz> ¿il

= « P <¿r Í    " eis«+r\Ae-irTMu, B'e^'vy dt\

= k Ç dr eizr\   " ei2í</íe-irT<K)«, 5'e-fíT'tz> ¿il

= k P ^¿«-"««ii, -iB'Riz)'vy dr

= ( - i)2K<[ARiz, k)u, B'Rizfvy   forue X and v e A"

(cf. Lemma 4.4 about the validity of the last steps). It follows that by taking the

Laplace transform (except a constant factor) of both sides of (4.13), we obtain

(Riz, k)u, vy-(R(z)u, vy = -k(AR(z, k)u, B'R(z)'vy

= -K<\R(z)B]AR(z,K)u,vy,

where [Q] denotes the closure of the operator Q. The fact that [R(z)B] = B'R(z)'

can be proved easily (cf. [19, Remark 1.8]). This implies that

(i)   R(z, k) - R(z) = - k[R(z)B]AR(z, k).

Similarly, we have, by using (4.14), that

(ii)   Riz, k)- R(z) = - k[R(z, k)B]AR(z).

To prove (3.3),'let ueD(T) n DiBA) and v = (T-z)u, z e Q + . Then R(z)v = u,

hence application of (ii) to u gives R(z, k)v = u—k[R(z, k)B]Au=u—kR(z, k)BAu.
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This implies that u e Range of R(z, k) = D(T(k)) and (T(k) — z)u=v + xBAu =

(T—z)u + kBAu = (T+kBA)u — zu. Hence T(k)^T+kBA. Similarly we can prove

that T(k)=>T+kBA,....

It follows from Lemma 4.8 that T(k) is strictly equal to T+kBA and T(k) is

strictly equal to T+kBA, if BA e S&(X).

Lemma 4.9. Let Te & + (X) andfe @_(Af). Then T^tifandonly ifeae~in = I

for a//0gr<oo.

Proof. Suppose T<^f. Let Q(t) = eute-itT. Clearly Q(t)e%(X). Using the facts

that the function Q(t)u is differentiable in / for each u e D(T) and that F<= F, we get

Q(t)u=u for all ue D(T). Since D(T) is dense in X and Q(t)e?8(X), we can

therefore conclude that Q(t)=I on X.

Conversely, suppose Q(t) = I on X. Let u e D(T) and v e D(f'). We have <«, z;>

= <Ô(0M> vy = <[eitfe~itTu, vy = <[e'itTu, eiift>>, by noting that z'7" also generates a

strongly continuous semigroup. Now by differentiating both sides with respect to /

and evaluating at z=0, one gets 0= — /<Fm, vy + i(u, t'v). This implies <\Tu,v)

= <h, f'vy for every v e D(T'), thus u e D(f") = D(f) and fu = Tu. That is T^f.

Lemma 4.10. eitt(K)e-imK)=Ifor all0^t<oo.

Proof. From our constructions, e~UTlK) = '2.ñ=0( — ÍK),lUn(t) and

giííec) = 2(-/«)-^B(0.
71=0

Thus

(4.16) gftíwg-zww = J (-iKyPn(t),
7t = 0

where F„(z) = 2?= o Ûj(t)Un _,(/) for « jg 0,0 ^ / < oo. By using Lemma 4.9, equations

(4.7), (4.8) and noting Remark 4.3 we can prove inductively that Fn(/) = 0 for all

«^ 1 and all 0^Z<oo. (Although the proof is nontrivial and tricky, it is too long

to be presented here; we omit it for aesthetic reasons, cf. [19, pp. 55-58].) We

therefore conclude that

eitf(K)e-itnK) _ pQ(?) = j

Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.9 prove (3.2).

3. Defining formula for W(k) and proof of (3.4). For ue X and v g A", the

expression

(W(k)u, vy = <h, vy-iK P (Aeirfu, B'e-irTM'vy dr,
Jo

defines a bounded operator W(k) e 93(A"). For we have

P \\Aeisfu\\-\\B'e-isnKyv\\ds ^

= ll^ll(f,!7.-)ll«||||JB'||(r,,,+,(l-k|Af)-1||^||

ÍÍMe'^all"*]  P(ï\\B'e-isT<Krv\\°ds\  "
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(cf. Lemma 4.4). Let us write W(k) = I+kP, where

(Pu, vy = -í       (Aeisfu, B'e~isTiKYv) ds.

Similarly the expression

/» CO

(Z(k)u, vy = <w, v'y + iK       (Aeisf(K)u, B'e-isT'vy ds

defines a Z(k) e 93(A"). We write Z(k) = I+kQ, with

/»CO

(o«, t»> = /       (Aeisfwu, B'e~isTvy ds.

Lemma 4.11.  W(k)Z(k)=Z(»c) W(k) = I.

Proof. Let ue X and p 6 A" and we have

(PQu, vy = (Qu, P'vy = i r (AeisnK)u, B'e-isTP'vy ds.

Notice that for any w e D(B), v e X' one has

<w, B'e-isT'P'vy = (Bw, e~isT'P'vy = (Pe'isTBw, vy

= -i i" (Aeirte-UTBw, B'e-irTiKYvy dr

- -{HI
The integrals inside {   } can be evaluated separately as follows.

f =  Ç (Ae-iis-r)TBw, B'e~imKyvy dr
Jo       Jo

= i/K-(e-isTWBw-e-isTBw,vy

= í/k-(w, B'e-isTW'vy-i/K(w, B'e-isT'vy,

for a.e. s, by using (4.13) and noting Lemma 4.9. And, by (4.11)", we have

i»co /*oo

(AeHr's)fBw, B'e-"nKyvy dr
Js Js

= <w, C'g(s)y,   where g(r) = B'e~irnKYv.

The above results yield

B'e-isT'P'v = (llK)-B'e-isnKYv-(l/K)-B'e-isT'v-iC'g(s)
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for a.e. s. Hence

(PQu, v) = i/x P (AeisfMu, B'e'isT{KYvy ds

-//«■ P (Aeisf(K)u, B'e~isT'vy ds

+ P (AeisfMu, C'g(s)y ds

= Ix + I2 + I3.

Let fi(s) = Aeist(K)u (u fixed in X), then

h - £° </(*), C?'f(í)> ds = [f, C'g) = [Cfi, g]

= P <:cf(s),g(s)yds.
Jo

Now for all v e D(A') and for a.e. s, we have, by (2.5)~

<Cfi(s),vy =  (\fi(r),B'e^-*f'A'vydr
Jo

= f (AeirfiK)u, B'eM-r)f'A'Vy dr.
Jo

By (4.13)", the last integral equals

(l/iK)(eisf(K)u-eisfu, A'vy = (l/iK)<\Aeisf(K)u, vy-(l/¡K)(Aeisfu, zj>

for a.e. s. Hence

Cf(s) = (l/iK)AeisnK)u-(l/iK)Aeisfu,   for a.e. s.

It follows that

/*00

73 =        (l/iK)(Aeisf{K)u-Aeisfu,g(s)yds

= (1/ík) P (Aeisf(K)u, B'e-isTOc)'v) ds

-(l/ik) P (Aeisfu, B'e-isnKrvy ds.

The first term of 73 cancels Ix, and the second term of 73 is precisely equal to

(- 1/k){Pu, v). While 72 = (- l/k){Qu, v). By combining 71; 72 and 73, we obtain

{PQu, vy = (- i/k)<Qu, vy-(i/K){Pu, vy.

This implies kPQ+P+Q = 0, which is equivalent to W(k)Z(k) = I. The relation

Z(k) W(k) = I can be shown in the same manner.
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Lemma 4.12.  With the nonsingular operator W(k) constructed above, we have

(a) W(K)e - "T = e ~ "™ W(k) and

(b) W(K)eirf = eirf(K)W(K),

for all r,0Sr<ao.

Proof. Let u e X and ve X' and we have

(W(K)e-"Tu, v) = (e-"Tu, zz>-//c f°° <[Aeisfe~irTu, «>-•**»») ds.

The integral on the right-hand side can be split into two terms JJ, and j*r, where

-ík f (Aeiste~trTu, B'e-isT(KYvy ds

= -U (' (Ae-«r-syru, B'e-isT(KYvyds

= (e-irnK)u,vy-(e-"Tu,vy,

by noting Lemma 4.9 and using (4.14); and

-ík r (Aeisfe~irTu, B'e~isnKYvy ds

/»CO

= -ík \    (Aei(s-r)fu,B'e-isTiKYvyds

= -ík r (Aeisfu, B'e-isTiKYe-'rnKYvy ds,

by a change of variable s—r-*-r. Consequently, by combining the above results,

we get

(W(K)e-irTu, vy = (u, e~irnKYvy-iK f°° (Aësîu, B'e-isT<KY(e-irnKYv)y ds

= (W(K)u,e-"T(KYvy = <,e-irT(K)W(K)u,vy.

Since this holds for all u, v, it follows that

W(K)e~irT = e-i,TiK)W(K).

Similarly, one can prove (b). This gives the intertwining relations W(k)T

= T(k)W(k) and W(k)T=T(k)W(k).

The proof of the theorem is thus completed.

Remark 4.13. In the case of the strongly continuous semigroups {e~imK)} and

{eiif(,c)}oSi<00 constructed in §4.1, we are naturally interested in the investigation

of the existence of the wave operators according to the time-dependent scheme. That

is, we would like to know whether or not the strong limits of Wx(t, K) = eitt0c)e~UT

and W2(t, K) = e~UT(K)eitT exist as z^oo. It turns out that under the assump-

tions of our Theorem 3.1, the operator  IF1(/<-) = s-lim(_00   Wx(t, k) exists, but
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s-lim^œ W2it, k) does not seem to exist. Although WxÍk) exists, it does not give the

intertwining relation between F and F(/c) or t and T(k). However, in the special

case T= f, the roles of Fand f can be interchanged throughout the constructions

of T(k) and f(x); it follows that T(k) = T(k).

Thus {e'itnic)} and {e""1"}.«, <i<00 are strongly continuous groups of opera-

tors of 93(A') with type zero. In this case, two "wave operators" W±(k) exist,

given explicitly by

(4.17) <W±(k)u, v) = <«, v) ± ix P <Ae*itTu, B'e±imKYv} dt,

and we have

T(k) = W±(k)TW±(k)-\

What is really interesting in this case is that the strong limits W±(k) of W(t, k)

= eitnK)e-itT as t _^ + gQ exjst an(j coincée with W±(k). In fact, writing e~iiTu and

eitT(KYv cor Mj v m (4.17)5 respectively, one gets

f* 00

(W+(K)e-itTu, eimK)'vy = (W(t, k)u, vy + ix       {Ae~w + r)Tu, B'em + rmKY Vy dr.

Note that

(yV+(K)e-UTu,eimKyvy = (eitTiK)rV+(K)e-itTu, zj>

= (W+(K)eitTe'itTu, vy = <W+(x)u, v>.

Thus replacing t + r by r in the integral on the right, we get

<W+(K)u, vy = <[W(t, k)u, vy + iK P (Ae-irTu, £VrTW'c> dr,

or

(W+(k)u- W(t, k)u, vy = ix P (Ae~irTu, B'eirT(K)'vy dr.

This implies

a=o \ 1/p
\\Ae-irTu\\p dr\    \\B'

It follows that

a CO \ 1/p|| Ae-irTu || *dr\    \\B

By virtue of the assumption that

P \\Ae-'rTu\\p dr < oo,

(TW,a, -) Í-' •

l(T(K)',9,-)•
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the integral on the right of the above inequality (4.18) is finite and it therefore tends

to zero as f ̂  oo. This shows that W(t, k) -> W+(k) strongly as / -> oo. The asser-

tion about W_(k) can be proved similarly.

5. Applications. In this section we shall apply our results to the perturbation

problem involving the differential operator —id/dx. We prove that Friedrichs'

"gentle perturbation of second kind" can be handled by our method for general

p, 1 </z<oo. Of course the results in this paper can also be applied to the examples

studied by Kato [6, §6] about Schrödinger operator L(k)= —A + kJ'(k) as well.

Let A"=Fp(0, oo) and Y=V((0, oo) x (0, oo)), 1 </z<oo. Let D(t) = {u e X \ u be

absolutely continuous and its derivative u! e X}, and let D(T) = {ue D(f) \ u(0)=0}.

Define fu= —iu' for u e D(t) and let F be the restriction of F on D(T). It is well

known (cf. Dunford and Schwartz [20, pp. 629-630]) that Te® + (X) and

fe®_(X). Therefore the pair (F, F) e ®±(X).

Let k(x, v) be a complex valued measurable function on (0, oo) x (0, oo) such

that

|zV| = jj\k(X,y)\dxdy< co.

Definition 5.1. Let D(A) = {u e X : JJ \k(x, y)\ \u(y)\p dx dy <oo} and let D(B)

= {v £ Y : f [j \k(x,y)\1"'\v(x,y)\ dy]" dx<co}, where l/p+l/q=l. Definef4)

Au(x,y)=\k(x,y)\ll»u(y),       ueD(A);

and

Bv(x) =  f" s(x, y)\k(x, y)\llciv(x, y) dy,       v e D(B),

where s(x, y) = sign k(x, y).

We see that A is an operator from X to Y and B is an operator from Y to X.

Ifue D(BA), then

BAu(x) = js(x,y)\k(x,y)\llUu(x,y)dy

= js(x, y)\k(x, y)nk(x, y)\llpu(y) dy

= J k(x, y)u(y) dy.

Thus the integral operator V with kernel k(x, y) is an extension of BA.

Lemma 5.2. Ae(£0(X, Y) andBed0(Y, X).

Proof. D(A) contains all bounded functions; in fact, if \u(y)\ SM<co, then

§§ \k(x, y)\ \u(y)\p dx dy S Mpfkf< co. Thus A is densely defined. To see that A is

(4) We write Au(x, y) for (Au)(x, y) and Bv{x) for (Bv)(x) throughout this example.
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closed, let un e D(A) such that un -> u in X and Aun -> t' in F(5). Since un -> u in X

=LP(0, co), there is a subsequence of {un} which converges almost everywhere to u.

For simplicity, we shall use the same index set for this subsequence; thus we have

un(y) -*• u(y) for a.e. y. It follows that

(5.1) \k(x, y)\ \un(y)\p -> \k(x, y)\ \u(y)\p   for a.e. y.

Since {\k(x,y)\ \un(y)\p} is a sequence of nonnegative integrable functions, by

Fatou's Lemma, we have

jf\Kx,y)\ \u(y)\"dxdy è limmfjj\k(x,y)\ \un(y)\" dx dy

= liminf \\Aun\\p = \\v\\p < co.
n-* oo

Thus u e D(A). Now that Aun -*■ v in  Y, there is a subsequence {Aunic} which

converges to v for a.e. x, y; but also we have Aunk(x, y) -> Au(x, y) for a.e. x, y

(see (5.1)), consequently we must have v(x, y) = Au(x, y) for a.e. x, y. This means

that Au=v in F, hence ^4 is closed. Thus A e S0(A", Y).

The adjoint operator A' of A is given explicitly by

(5.2)

where

A'v(y) = | °° |zc(jc, >-)|1,pzj(x, y) dx,   for p g D(A'),

D(A') = ive Y' :  PI f°V(*> y)\llpv(x, y) dx " dy < oo

This can be seen easily ; in fact, if v e Y' is such that

/*oo I    /»CO q

|£(x, jOr'M-K.jOtf*    a> < oo,
Jo   I Jo

then for any u e D(A), we have

¡{Au, vy\ = I jj\k(x, y)\upu(y)v(x, y) dx dy

= | ju(y){j\k(x, y)\ilpv(x, y) dxj dy

é \\u\\-^\[j\k(x,y)\ílpv(x,y)dx

It follows that v e D(A'). Conversely, if v e D(A'), then (u, A'vy = <[Au, z;> for all

u e D(A), i.e.(6).

£" u(y)[A'v(y)-^ \k(x, y)\llpv(x, y) dxj dy = 0.

> l/a

dy\     < oo.

(5) Convergence of vectors will always be strong convergence.

(6) Note that the change of the order of integration is justified. For

JJ I \Kx,yWv{x,y)\ dxdy g l^'IMI
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In particular, if u(y) is the characteristic function of an arbitrary semiclosed interval

[a,b), 0Sa<b<cc, then we have j"a{A'v(y)-JÔ \k(x,y)\llpv(x,y)dx}dy = Q.

Since this is true for an arbitrary [a, b), it follows that the integrand vanishes almost

everywhere in (0, oo). That is,

A'viy) = | " \k{x, v)!1'"!**, v) dx,   for a.e. y.

dy < oo.

Hence we have

Cl r \k(x,y)\llpv(x,y)dx
Jo   I Jo

As for the assertions about B, we can prove it indirectly as follows. Let

D(F) = iue A" :  ff |Jfci>, y)\ \u(x)\" dx dy < ooj-

We define

(5.3) Fu(x, y) = \k(x, y)\^s(x, y)u(x),   u e D(F).

Clearly Fis an operator from X' to Y'. Just as we have proved that A e QL0(X, Y),

we can show that F e Œ0(A", Y'). Hence F' exists and, furthermore, D(F') is strongly

dense in Y (because Y' is reflexive, see Hille-Phillips [16, Theorem 2.11.9, p. 43]).

Thus F' e S0(T, A"). By the same elementary computation as we did for A', we see

that F = B. Hence B e <£„( Y, X).

Theorem 5.3. Let X=Lp(0,oo) and Y=Lp((0, oo)x(0, oo)), l<p<co. Let T,f

be as defined above. Let kix, y) e F*((0, oo) x (0, oo)) with |^| = {0o J" \k(x, y)\ dx dy,

and let A, B be operators defined in Definition 5.1 associated with the function k(x, y).

Then for all |#c| < l/|Ar|, there exist T(k)=>T+kBA and Î(k)-=>T+kBA for which

the results of Theorem 3.1 hold.

We shall build our proof on the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.4. A is (T,f;p)-smooth and B' is (t,T';q)-smooth in the sense of

Definitions 2.4 and2.6, where 1 <p<co and l/p+l/q= 1.

Proof. The semigroup U(t) = e~UT generated by —/Fand the semigroup Û(t)

= eitf generated by it are, respectively, operators of right and left translation, i.e.,

for ueX,

U(t)u(x) = u(x-t), OStSx

= 0, otherwise;

and

Û(t)u(x) = u(x+t), 0 g x.
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Thus we have

\\AU(t)u\\" = íí|/fF(/Mx,j)|pa';ca>

= £° j"\k(x,y)\\u(y-t)\'dxdy,

hence

and

P \\AU(t)u\\"dt =  P  P \k(x, y)\ dxdy f \u(y-t)\p dt fk II HP;
Jo Jo   Jo Jo

\\AÛ(t)u\\p =  [[\AÛ(t)u(x,y)\pdxdy =  {[\k(x,y)\\u(y+t)\p dx dy,

so that

£° \\AÛ(t)u\\p dt = jj\k(x,y)\ dxdyj\u(y + t)\pdt í | | ||W||P.

It follows that A is (F, F; /?)-smooth with

Mllcr.f:p) = l^l-

The assertion that B' is (7", F' ; a)-smooth can be proved similarly, with the same

estimate.

Lemma 5.5. ¡Ae-^Bdfy^iki \\f\\9, and

\\Ae^fBef\\9 g || |/|r,    for all/e ^ = Fp(0, oo; F).

Proof. For any fe<31, v e A" we have F(t)e X for every / in (0, oo), where (cf.

(2.5), Lemma 2.7)

<F(Z), vy =  f </(j), B'e-'«-•>'"»><&.

We must show that F(z) g FL4) for a.e. t and, as a function of /, ^F(i) g ^,

that is, J" ||^F(i)||pa'z<co(7).

Let v e D(A'). By (2.5), we have

(AF(t), vy = <F(i), A'vy =  Í </(j), B'e-ia-s)rA'v} ds.

C) Again the extended norm is used (cf. Definition 2.2).
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Hence

\<AF(t), vy\ S £ |</(s), B'e-^-^A'vyl ds

^  f f°  r \fi(s,x,y)\\B'e-ut-sYT'A'v(x,y)\dxdyds
Jo Jo   Jo

= fjj\f(s,x,y)\ \k(x,y)\ll«A'v(x-t + s)dxdyds,

by noting that \B'g(x, y)\ = \k(x, y)\^\g(x)\ (cf. (5.3)).

However, since A'v(x-t+s)=\^ \k(x-t+s,o)\llpv(x-t + s,o) do by (5.2), we

thus have

\<AF(t),vy\

â JJJJ(l/(J. *> ^1 \Kx-t+s, WXlKx, y^'-lvix-t+s, a)\) dx dy ds do

S {jjjj\f(s> *> y)\p\Kx-t + s, a)\ dx dy ds daX '

■|iïiï|A:(x,j)| \v(x-t + s,o)\"dxdydsda\119 S «i*W1»fl.

where

«(0 = \\       \f(s, x,y)\p \k(x-t + s, a)\ dxdydsdaX   .

Consequently

\\AF(t)\\ S «(f)lÄrl1".

Since

a(t)p dt =  I       \\f(s, x, y)\p\k(x-t + s, o)\ dx dy ds da dt

S 1*1 I/II&,
it follows that

C \\AF(t)\\pdt S lk\pl" r a(t)pdt S |fc|1+"1/||fr.
Jo Jo

This proves that fie D(Ae-HyrB0) and \\Ae-«yTB8fl9 = \\AF(-)yslk\ \f\9.

The second assertion can be proved in the same way with the same bound.

Theorem 5.3 follows from Lemmas 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5.

Remark 5.6. We may consider the differential operator T=—id/dx acting in

Lp( — oo, oo) instead of Fp(0, co) throughout Theorem 5.3, and the kernel function

k(x, y) of the disturbances defined on — oo < x, v < oo instead of O^x, v<oo. It is

easy to see that our whole process can be applied to this case without any significant
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change (in fact it is even simpler, for we can, in this case, simply take T=T).

Consequently Friedrichs' "gentle perturbation of second kind" can be handled by

our method completely.
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